Introduction
Large numbers of samples of alcoholic liquors are received in the Laboratory of the Government Chemist from HM Customs and Excise every year and the majority require a simple alcoholic strength measurement. Determination of the alcohol strength of spirituous beverages is usually carried out by distillation followed by density measurement of the distillate. For fiscal purposes, traces of volatile fermentation by-products in the distillate are deemed to contribute to the strength and the density values are referred to alcohol/water v density tables issued by HM Customs and Excise ].
There are foursteps in the analytical procedure: sampling a known aliquot at 20C, its distillation, measurement at 20C of the volume of distillate obtained and estimation of its density. Automation of the first three steps is difficult, samples vary greatly in viscosity and the more viscous liquors would not pass through the passageways of most dispensing arrangements. Also, by using a constant temperature bath and a bank of four or more stills, one operator can produce distillates ready for density measurement at a rate of about 20 per hour, which would be hard to match with an automatic system.
The normal UK method [2] [3, 4, 5] have been developed in recent years which rely on the magnetic suspension of a float for measurement, and are suitable for the range, temperature and sensitivity required-for measuring alcohol solutions. An automatic instrument described elsewhere [6] has been constructed in this laboratory. Samples and standards are sequentially introduced by a mechanism into a pre-cooler and then into a thermostatted cell where the deflection of a float supported by a stainless steel wire is related to the solution density. Daily calibration of this instrument with alcohol and water standards is time consuming and advantage was taken of the recent introduction of the Anton Paar DMA-55 [7] , which requires only air and water as references to integrate it into an improved version of the existing automatic system. The DMA-55 and an earlier *Present address: Plasma-Therm Ltd, 6 Station Road, Penge, London SE20 7BQ model have already been used in automatic systems for the examination of wines and spirits [8] and also beer [9] in other countries.
The measuring principle for the instrument depends upon the variation of the natural frequency of oscillation of a hollow U tube which is filled with the test liquid. 3 when the U tube or cell is filled with a sample liquid for any value between zero and 1.5 x the density of water.
Automation of the instrument The automatic assembly is constructed as a single freestanding unit (see Figure 1 ) exlcuding the printer. It contains (see Figure 2) To encourage the removal of the previous distillate solution from the line leading to the cell, the pumping action is started slightly before the probe enters the liquid. The bubble of air thus introduced is removed at the pump together with any entrained air displaced from the solution.
The debubbler is in the form of an inverted U-tube with an The precooler consists of a 10-turn helix of thin walled silver tubing, constructional details of which have been published previously [10] . (Briefly, a solid solder coil is electroplated with a layer of silver. The solder is removed by melting to leave the silver coil). The coil is situated in the temperature-controlled effluent water stream of the cell and brings the temperature of that test liquid from ambient to within 0.1C of the cell temperature.
Under automatic operation the distillate is pumped at 30 cm3/minute through the cell. The period of pumping can be adjusted for optimum wash characteristics, commensurate with available volume and minimal process time, by thumbwheel switches at a control panel. A delay period, set by thumb-wheel switches, is introduced to allow the liquid to equilibrate at the cell temperature. Suitable periods of pumping and delay times are currently set at and 2.5 minutes respectively. The flbw path has a maximum internal diameter of 1.5 mm except at the bubble trap which has a dead volume of about 0.5 ml. Connection between devices is by 1.5 mm OD PTFE tubing.
Control of the automatic process is by microprocessor (see Figure 3) Results and discussion, A number of distillates and also some residues from brandy distillations were examined, first using the density bottle and then by the automatic technique (Table 1) (Table 2 ) and a separate set of distillate solutions examined in duplicate by the automatic instrument showed that the precision is also satisfactory ( and'ard deviation of the automatic method 1.1 x 10
Mean square 1.18lE-0
1.208E-10 contributed to this. Automatic filling of the cell now prevents the distillate coming into contact, with air and stops the consequential loss of alcohol, which can occur when filling the syringe. Also the inadvertent introduction of air into the cell has been reduced by using a bubble trap. The constant period between filling the cell and printing out the density value also helps consistency. Finally, pumping a comparatively large volume of distallate (30 cm3) through the cell which has a volume of only 0.7 cm 3 probably is more reliable than flushing the cell with separate small portions of test liquid.
Eventually it is intended to print out alcohol strength as well as density. This will make it necessary to code each sample position for sample/distillate bulk ratio so that the correct factor can be used for calculating strength from density.
